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INTRODUCTION
Where are the great leaders? Frequently there is a call

for

leadership

in a given situation, but seldom is that caII answered. Why? Where have all

the great leaders gone? People recognize problems in government, in
business organizations, and

in their communities. To solve problems, it

is

said we need great leaders.

It is obvious

that. there are thousands

of leaders throughout the world.

Countries have presidents, prime ministers, or general secretaries. There are
leaders

of political parties, of colleges and universities, of unions, and of

social grouPs. There are religious leaders, military leaders, political lead.ers,

and community leaders. Leaders are working to solve various problems
affecting a particular constituency. When constituents or the media call for
leadership some form of leadership is presenq the real call is for Great
Leadership. Where are the great leaders and their Great Leadership? Heller,
Van Til, and Zurcher suggest that the call for Great Leadership is not limited

to any single area. "Leadership is prominent among the crises of our times.

Our presidents, elected for their promise of leadership's embodiment,
experience ever-deepening cycles of public distrust and disenchantment, and

the reelection of a standing president has become increasingly rare. In
economic life, corPorate and union presidents alike are subject to withering

scrutiny of motive and productivity. And

in the voluntary arena, the

decisive impact of a Martin Luther King or a Malcolm X has yielded, often

with the aid of an assassin's bullet, to a more faceless and bureaucratic

style"(p.xiii).

It is apparent that the desire and need for Great Leadership is matched

by the difficulty and cenfusion in understanding the formulation of Great
LeadershiP. Warren Bennis and Bert Nanus writing in Leaders have located

more than 350 definitions of leadership. When there is a call for Great
Leadership, there is a problem that needs a solution. The single element
common to all definitions of leadership is a connection to the solution of
problems facing the leader and constituents. Clemens and Mayer have also

noted that "Ieadership is a slippery and elusive concept"(xiii) and that
"attempts to describe successful leaders usually read more like a high school

yearbook than like serious research"(p.xiv). The connection between
Ieadership and problem solving is emphasized by Clemens and Mayer
through an analysis of classic literature. Th*y note that "great literature can
help, (to describe successful or great leaders) because it inevitabty tells stories

in

context, stories

of people dealing with people, struggling

toward

goals..."(p.xiv). The term "goals" as used by Clemens and Mayer means
positive statements of problems to be solved.

The paragraph above suggests that to understand leadership
necessary to look at more than the individual leader

it

is

in a given situation. If

Ieadership is formulated through a leader only, there would not be so many

definitions of leadership nor would leadership be the "slippery and elusive
concept"

it is.

The more closely leadership is examined the more

it is seen to

exist beyond the leader in addition to its existence within the personhood of
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the leader.
The problem is that popular belief associates leadership only with

leader. Common dictionary definitions of leadership perpetuates

a

the

problem. Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines leadership,
"the office or position of a

leader,

the quality of a leader: capacity to

lead"(Vol. II, p.1283). Such definitions are incomplete and lead to a narrow
focus

in attempts to understand the formulation of Great Leadership.

This

PaPer shows that viewing leaders as the sole source of leadership gives an

incomplete understanding of leadership and handicaps efforts to formulate
Great Leadership.

In this PaPer, leadership and leader are two distinct
"Leadership"

terms.

is solving problems and creating environments affecting

given constituency. "Leader" is a person with a role

a

in the leadership

Process.

Intuitively we know the quality of leadership in situations that affect

us. Opinion polls are based on intuitive answers to questions regarding
judgments about the leadership associated with various leaders, presidents,
senators, representatives, and

others. The answers to opinion polls

are

usually based on how one "feels" about the leader and the leadership. At

work, leaders (supervisors) are judged by subordinates. When things "feel
right" in the work environment, the quality of leadership is rated high. On
the other hand, more extensive analysis is used to judge the quality of
leadership and the ability of leaders in situations that affect others. Facts and
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figures are the basis for judgments about the quality of leadership associated

with leaders in companies in which one is not employed.
Whether the judgments are based on intuition

or

analysis, the

judgments about the quality of leadership are not as problematic as the
questions about the formulation of leadership. Consensus on what is good
and Poor leadership or a good and bad leader, personal loyalties aside, is not

difficult to achieve. Moving from a situation of poor leadership to

a

situation of Great Leadership, however, creates a problem because consensus

on the formulation of Great Leadership is difficult to achieve. How can

a

situation of poor leadership be turned into a situation with good, even great,

leadership? What is the waf r the process, to Great Leadership? These
questions, focusing on the formulation of Great Leadership, have not been
answered with any degree of consensus.

The formulation of Great Leadership

is the topic of this thesis.

"Formulation" is "an act or the product of formulating." What does

it mean

to formulate Great Leadership? To formulate Great Leadership is to "express

(i0 in or as if in a formula; put (it) into a systematized
expression; plan

statement or

(i0 out in an orderly fashion; develop a formula for

the

PreParation of (it); or prepare (it) in accord with a formula." To suggest that

there is a formula for Great Leadership is naive unless the formula has
variables that allow for or explain differing leadership situations. Such

a

"formula" is both possible and needed. A call for "great leaders" is really a
call for the formulation, development or creation, of Great Leadership.
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Barbara Kellerman, editor

of Political Leadership: A Source Book.

points out that such a formulation is needed. Kellerman states that "a source
book for the study of political leadership should begin with a definition of

what political leadership is. The trouble is that no clear and widely agreed
uPon definition exists"(p.xiii). That source book reviews several types of
leaders, the role of followers, the relationships between leaders and followers,

and the effects of leadership on history. Each artide is written independently

with no apparent connections.
Kellerman identifies the real concern: "What we lack is a theory of

political leadership that illuminates the interaction between leaders and
followers in different situations. Hence the wry observation that leadership

is one of the most observed and least und.erstood phenomena on
earth"(p.xiii). The identification of that concern is also presented by ]ames
MacGregor Burns, in Leadership an influential book on leadership thought.
Burns notes that "No central concept of leadership has yet emerged, in part
because scholars have worked

in

separate disciplines and subdisciplines in

pursuit of different and often unrelated questions and problems"(p.3).
There is a need to understand leadership from a perspective that will

allow for different types of leaders with varying degrees of effectiveness. That
understanding

will require a look at leadership from

a new perspective with

different points of emphasis. New understandings are often referred to
theories; thus, a theory of leadership.

5

as

The theory of leadership presented

in this paper will enable the

analysis of all types of leadership from a single perspective as called for by
Kellerman,

Burns, and others. This theory
emerge

in a given situation.

Leadership

will explain why Great Leadership will

The theory

will also explain why Great

will not emerge in another situation. The theory will not force

Great Leadership.

This new theory also has potential for enhancement of Great
Leadership because "A theory is a way of making sense of a disturbing
situation so as to allow us most effectively to bring to bear our repertoire of

habits, and even more important, to modify habits

or discard them

altogether, replacing them by new ones as the situation demands"(Abraham

Kaplan, p.295). This theory may not create its own paradigm, but

it

does

attempt to organize current and new leadership knowledge. "To be accepted
as a paradigffi, fl theory must seem better than its competitors, but

and

it need not,

in fact never does, explain all the facts with which it can be

confronted"(Kuhn, p.17-18). When applied, the theory

probability that Great Leadership

will

enhance the

will emerge because, ns suggested

Thomas S. Kuhn, theories determine what questions

by

will be asked and what

experiments are worth performing within a given subject area.

In other

words, a theory becomes a paradigm if it explains current understandings and
adds new insights to unanswered questions.
The exact name of this theory is not critical, but a name that
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will

assist

in the conceptualization facilitates understanding. The theory will give us
understanding, but not control, of Great Leadership. There

will remain

some

matters of chance and mystery in the formulation of Great Leadership.

Creative thought and new insights are often stimulated by using
metaphors because we are thereby forced to keep a more open mind and

delay closure regarding the topics at hand. "To maximally actu aLize one's
creative potential one must ... be able to temporarily inhibit the drive toward

immediate closure"(Vargiu, p.45). The use of metaphors is an effective
means of delaying immediate closure on topics being considered. Metaphors

"connect two different universes of meaning through some similarity the

two share. In doing so, metaphors help us to understand one idea by means

of another"(Von0ech, p.36).
The normal use of metaphors is to use the familiar to help understand

the unfamiliar. "For example, we understand the nature of a particular
financial function by comparing it to a watchdog [they both protect], ... and the

feeding interrelationship of the animal world to a chain

[inks].

Metaphors

are quite effective at making complex ideas easier to understand...

I heard an

engineer recently make the following metaphor for

sonic laundry.

It

washes the

Dolby: Dolby is like

a

dirt (or noise) out of the clothes (the signal)

without disturbing the clothes (the signal)" (VonOech, p.36). VonOech
provides several examples illustrating the use of metaphors including fully
ingrained uses as tables with "legs," roads with "shouldersr" and beds with
"fegt. "
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The leadership theory presented in this paper

will also use a metaphor.

of the common metaphorical function of using the familiar to

Instead

understand the less familiar, this theory's metaphor

will

use the less familiar

to better understand the more familiar. As noted above, the approach to
using metaphors is connecting two different universes of meaning through
some similarity the two share. Asking how Great Leadership is similar to an

item from another universe will stimulate new thinking about leadership.
The similarities and differences suggested by the item from the other
universe

will allow for a rethinking (left brain /right brain) of leadership.

The metaphorical question for consideration here

is: How is Great

Leadership like a black hole?

The theory presented here uses the less familiar (black holes) to better

understand the more familiar (Great Leadership). Why?

needed

A fresh look is

in order to develop a more accurate understanding of

Great

Leadership and that look is possible through the black hole metaphor. The

theory of leadership presented

in this paper is called the Theory

of

Synergistically Formulated Leadership. Some knowledg* about the
formulation of black holes has correlations to the formulation of Great
Leadership. This correlation has limited utility, of course, but has merit in
enlightening an understanding of Great Leadership.
The next sections of this paper

will identify the three necessary prime

requisites for Great Leadership, how the requisites blend, attributes within

the prime requisites, and the interrelationships of the attributes. Then
6

several theories about black holes

will be discussed and related to the

requisites and attributes necessary for Great Leadership. The remaining

will

sections

examine leadership from the perspective

of the theory

presented.

NECESSARY PRIME REQUISITES

There are three prime requisites necessary for Great Leadership. The

prime requisites are (1) leader characteristics, (2) support, and (3) issues. The

three requisites represent the "variables"

in the "formula" for Great

Leadership.

Leader characteristics are the qualities, values, personality, skills, and

knowledg* of an individual. Those characteristics are influenced by the
individual's psycho-social background and cultural history.

The support requisite includes the body of people that has a
relationship with the leader. The relationship may be electoral,
rePresentational, or advocational. The leader may implement the requests of

the support constituency or the support constituency may implement the
requests

of the leader. The support constituency

exercises judgment in

determining which individual leaders to support.
The issues requisite includes the specific problem(s) to be solved. The

problems are created and solved

by social, political,

economic, and

technological attributes which are also part of the issues requisite. "Issue
competence" means an understanding

I

of the attributes, problems,

and

potential solutions within the issues requisite for a given situation.

Diagram One

Diagram one illustrates that each of the three prime requisites has
several attributes. While only a few attributes are discussed in this paper, the
actual number of attributes for each requisite is quite large.
Diagram one

CHARACTERI STICS

SUPPORT

Prime Requlsite

Prlme Requisite

l55UE5

a

Prlmo Requislte

The specific form each prime requisite takes

will determine the type

and quality of leadership. When there is Great Leadership, the three prime

requisites contribute individually and collectively.

In combination

each

prime requisite contributes beyond its individual, isolated capacity. Great
Leadership occurs in the blending of the three prime requisites.

to

The blending employs principles of "synergy" which means "behavior

of integral, aggregate, whole systems unpredicted by behaviors of any of their
component parts taken separately"(Fuller,

p.3). An individual with a given

set of characteristics may be ineffective as a leader. The sarne individual with

the same characteristics who is recognized and supported by a number of
constituents becomes recognized as a significant leader and those same
characteristics become

influential.

Increased influence and effectiveness of

combined attributes is the process of "synergy." The same characteristics in

other individuals do not influence and have an impact simply because the

individual is not supported and attributes of requisites have not combined.
Synergy has a definite function in the formulation of Great Leadership. This

function is understood by thinking of synergy as the "formulator" in the
formulation process of Great Leadership. As the "one that formulates,"
synergy "assembles" the specific attributes in a given situation and defines

their "effect."
In the diagram below, each necessary prime requisite is represented by
a single

circle. The intersecting circles define seven categories which may be

considered to represent seven different types or categories of leadership. A
generic description and label is provided for each of the categories. Terms
used by various authors

will

universal applicability

also be applied to the categories to illustrate the

of the Theory of Synergistically Formulated

Leadership.
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Diagram Two

Diagram two identifies the seven categories of leadership. The
categories may be used

in

of individual

terms

leaders

or leadership

situations.

(3

tt) SuPPort Leader

) Characteristi
Leader

Support-

haracteristics

LeadershiP

(s)

Character i st ics-

Support-I ssues

LeadershiP

(6)

(4)

Charac*'eristi

Support-

I s sues

Issues
Leadership

LeadershiP

(7) Issues Leader

Categories 7,3, and 7 represent predominance of only one necessary

prime requisite. Categories 2,4, and 5 represent the possible combinations of

two prime requisites. Category 5 represents the presence of all three prime
requisites and is called Great Leadership. Whatever situation is defined

as

having Great Leadership can be analyzed in terms of support, characteristics,
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and issues.
The chart below lists the seven leader categories with their respective
generic lahels. Specific leader labels used by various authors can replace the
generic label when discussing the particular ideas of each author.

Category Number Generic Label
Single Requisite Categories
Category

1.

Category

3

Characteristics Icader (Charismatic)

Category

7

Issues Leader

Support I-eader

Double Requisite Categories
Category

2

Category

4

Support-Issues Leadership

Category

6

Issues{haracteristics Icadership

Support-Characteristics Leadership

Triple Requisite Category
Category

5

Support-Issues-Characteristics

The diagram and the associated leader categories may be used to follow

the development of individual leaders or to examine leaders and the
leadership associated with their positions. A brief description of leaders in
each category is given below.

The initial descriptions will not include names of specific leaders so
that the reader may apply individuals that come to mind while reading. This

t3

approach

will allow the reader to consider the theory itself and avoid

disagreement about placement

of specific leaders in specific

categories.

Agreement on placement of individuals is not critical for the utility of the

theory. Indeed, as will be shown later, the theory lends itself to the analysis
of leadership situations and leadership discussions using the individuals and
terminology of the specific situation and discussion under consideration.
Following the initial descriptions, there will be more detailed explanations of
the categories with suggestions of specific leaders who fit those categories.

Support Leader (category 1) indicates a leader who has support but
lacks personal characteristics and the issue competence necessary for Great

Leadership. The support may result from "blind loyalty" or from a "power
hold" over the constituents. Constituents give support to the wrong person

for Great Leadership to emerge. In this case the constituents have misread
what the leader "is" or have been mislead by the leader. The leader may be
successful within the limits

of the leader's goals and aims. Lack of issue

competence here suggests that a better approach has been undiscovered or

ignored. Short range successes are given priority over long term needs.
Characteristics Leader (category 3) indicates a leader who has the
personal characteristics for Great Leadership but has insufficient support and,

like Support Leader, lacks issue competence. Why would the individual
with the necessary characteristics lack support? Three primary reasons are (1)
the support is not sought and/or (2) the characteristics are not recognized by

those who give,

or

choose not

to give, support and/or (3) while

l4

the

characteristics are recognized, their importance is not recognized. The leader

in this category

does just what needs to be done

leader is able to stay in position

to stay in position. The

in spite of weak support and lack of issue

competence.
Issues Leader (category

n

indicates a leader who is aware of issues and

continues to lead without support or important personal characteristics
necessary for Great Leadership. This leader is often unable

to achieve full

potential because the support may be withheld or because personal
characteristics block the fulI expression of the leader's issue competence.

Support Leader, Characteristics Leader, and Issues Leader (categories 1,3,

and 7) have a predominance of only one prime requisite in their leadership

activity and represent typical leaders who achieve varying degrees of success

in their leadership roles. Affected constituents feel more is needed in terms
of leadership but may not be able to identify specifically what is needed.

Diagram Three
Diagram three shows seven categories. In single requisite categories
('1,,3,7) most attention is focused on the leader as an individual while in
double categories (2,4,6) most attention is focused on the leadership in which
the leader has a role. In the triple requisite category (5) the attention focuses

first on the leadership formulated and then that focus is returned to
individual leader.
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the

(I

(3

) Leader

) Leader

/-l

\LJ

Leadership

(

Support

(Characteristics)

)

(s)
Leadership
Leader

(4)
Leadership

(6)

Leadership

(7) Leader

(

rssues

)

Support-Characteristics Leader, S*pport-Issues Leader, and IssuesCharacteristics Leader (categories 2,4, and 5) have an increasing potential for

Great Leadership because two of the three prime requisites predominate in

their leadership activity.
Support-Characteristics Leader (category ?) indicates a leader with
appropriate characteristics and strong support who lacks issue competence.

This leader is convincing and is given support but is not associated with
Great Leadership due to lack of appropriate issue competence.

Support-Issues Leader (category

4) indicates a leader with

issue

competence and support who lacks characteristics for Great Leadership.

likely the desire for Great Leadership is not present. Commitment to

It

is

issues

or a specific issue may limit the leaders' potential for Great Leadership.
r6

Support-Issues Leaders effect social movements centered around limited or
single issues.
Issues-Characteristics Leader (category 6) indicates a leader with issue
competence and appropriate characteristics. Here is the "great idea" type of

leader who can identify the rnost appropriate solutions to problems and has
issue competence but lacks the support needed to implement the solutions
and a constituency willing to share the understanding.
The final category is the Support-Characteristics-Issues Leader (category

5). This category represents Great Leadership.

Where there

is Great

Leadership, attributes from the support, issues, and characteristics requisites

will blend effectively. In each situation labeled 'Great Leadership,

the

attributes from each of the three prime requisites may be different. Great
Leadership does not require the same attributes in all leadership situations.
This concept will be discussed in more detail later.

The leader categories with predominance of more than one prime
requisite are categories that represent more than the sum of the blended

requisites. To represent that blending, the blended categories will now be
given a label suggestive of the blending involved:

Support-Characteristics

Traditional

Support-Issues

Change

Characteristics-Issues

Great Ideas

Support-Characteristics-Issues Great Leadership
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The seven leader categories with the blended labels are given in the
table below.

Cateeorv Number

Generic Label

Single Requisite Categories
Category

1

Support Leader

Category

3

Charismatic Leader

Category

7

Issues Leader

Double Requisite Categories
Category

2

Traditional Leadership

Category

4

Change Leadership

Category

6

Great Ideas kadership

Triple Requisite Category
Category

5

Great Leadership

BLENDING TI{E REQUISITES

Great Leadership

is not formulated by creating leaders; Great

Leadership is not formulated by creating solutions to pressing problems;
Great Leadership is formulated by constituent support being given to the
leaders

willing to stand by the most appropriate solutions to the pressing

problems.
Once the Great Leadership is in place, great leaders and great solutions

to pressing problems are recognized; but the realization of great leaders and
great solutions is preceded by support. The characteristics of the leader and

IB

the leader's ideas are not fully engaged or engendered until they

are

supported. The worthiness of ideas is distributed arnong the idea itself, the
support given, and the leader's presentation of the idea. Popular belief
centers too heavily on the leader and misses the role of constituents and their

impact on ideas. "Contrary to the prevalent assumption that leaders need

training and support while everyone knows how to follour, we find that the
follower role is itself challenging and stressful. Thus Lippitt mentions that

his workshop on 'Influencing Upward' trains participants to become more
active and effective followers and members"(Heller, p.260).
Since blending of requisites is essential for Great Leadership, what is

the best approach to achieve the proper blend? In most attempts to create
Great Leadership the focus has been on the Characteristics Leader (category 3).

What must the leader "Iook" Iike in order .to provide Great Leadership and

how can such a leader be created? There is a great deal of writing that
attempts to answer this two part question. The focus, however, is misplaced.

Individuals with the appropriate characteristics are present. The problem is
not to create them but to find them.
The siune line of thought may be applied to Issues Leader (categ ory

7)

which would suggest that once the leader identifies the "correct" solution,
that leader will thereby become a great leader. More often the problem is not

to find the solution to the issues being faced. Rather, the problem is to
IMPLEMENT a desirable solution. The implementation of desirable issue

solutions and the identification

of individuals with the appropriate
t9

characteristics are dependent upon SUPPORT.

When Great Leadership

is

absent

it is not necessarily because

individuals \Arith the necessary characteristics are nonexistent nor is it because
a solution is nonexistent. George E. Reedy in The Twilight of the Presidency
suggests the same point

in a discussion of the Carter administration. "In

another period of of history he [Carter] might well have entered the exclusive

club of 'great presidents', the movers and shakers who stand as milestones in
American history. He was certainly not afraid of new ideas, he was certainly

in step with the spirit of technology that dominates our nation, and he was
certainly a man who could make decisions and stand by them. Unfortunately

for him, American society had no intention of being moved or shaken about

anything. There was no nationwide consensus as to a course that should be
followed"(p.156).

When Great Leadership is absent

it is because support is misdirected.

In developing Great Leadership, therefore, it is most important to focus on
the directing of support given by constituents. Thus, how constituents can
best direct their support is the k*y for creating Great Leadership.

In Leadership, ]ames MacGregor Burns quotes Benjamin Barber's
assessment

of the point made above: "Our dilemma, then, is not an absence

of leaders, but a paucity of values that might sustain leaders; not a failure of
leadership but a failure of followership, a failure of popular

will from which

leadership might draw strength"(p.455). Burns goes on to identify the
leadership that

will eliminate the leadership problem identified. That
20

leadership wilt be discussed in other sections of this paper.

ATTRIBUTES WITHIN PRIME REQUISITES
Each necessary prime requisite contains several attributes which may
be complementary or contradictory. The attributes which are complementary

increase

in strength through synergy while the attributes that are

contradictory decrease in strength and effectiveness.

Attributes within the characteristics prime requisite include
interpersonal skills. There are and will be leaders with a variety of strengths

in interpersonal skills. The specific skills necessary for Great Leadership in

a

given situation will be determined by the issue(s) and $ource of support.

Other attributes

in the characteristics prime

requisite include: values,

personality, mission, purpose, knowledg", and character. There is little
argument as to what attributes are useful for "great leaders." The question is:

Why are some attributes part of Great Leadership in one situation and other
attributes in another situation? The answer to this question, stated explicitly

and implicitly throughout this paper, is that leader characteristics attributes
are necessary but not sufficient for the development of Great Leadership.

Further, the specific necessary attributes from the leader characteristics
requisite are dependent upon the constituent group and the issues involved

in the particular situation considered.

Kouzes and Posner,

in the The Leadership Challenge. identify "five
21

practices and ten commitments" used by leaders when they are "at their best."
These practices and commitments represent additional attributes

characteristics requisite.. The essential

within the

or "core" attributes are dependent

upon the "current" attributes from the support and issues requisites. Each
practice and commitment is directly related to or has an effect upon attributes

from the support or issues requisite.
The first practice is "challenging the process." Leaders take an active

role when faced with a challenge. "The leader's primary contribution is in
the recognition of good ideas, the support of those ideas, and the willingness

to challenge the system in order to get new products, processes, and services

adopted"(p.8). Commitments to "search for opportunities" and to
"experiment and take risks" are part of the first practice.

"Inspiring a shared vision" is the second practice. Leaders have

a

desire to change things which may be identified as their "vision... purpose,
mission, goal (or) even personal agenda"(p.9). Commitments of this second

practice are

to "envision the future" and to "enlist others." fn

commitments and practice,

it is "only through

these

an intimate knowledge of

(followers') dreams, their hopes, their aspirations, their visions, (and) their
values (that) the leader is able to enlist their support" and inspire a shared

vision (p.9).
The third practice is "enabling others to act." "Exemplrry leaders enlist

the support and assistance of all those who must make the project
work"(p.I0). Commitments to "foster collaboration" and to "strengthen
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others" are associated with the third practice.
"Modeling the way" is the fourth practice. "Leaders act in ways that are
consistent with their beliefs, they are persistent

in pursuit of their visions,

and they are always vigilant about the little things that make a big
difference"(p.12). This practice includes commitments to "set the example"
and to "plan small wins."
The fifth practice, identified by Kouzes and Posner, is "encouraging the

heart." "People do not start their work each d"y with a desire to lose. It is
part of the leader's job to show them they can win"(p.I3). Commitments to
"recognize individual contribution" and to "celebrate accomplishments" are

part of encouraging the heart.
The five practices and ten commitments represent attributes within

the characteristics requisite. The "actions" of these attributes are directed
toward attributes within the support and issues requisites.
The attributes within the support prime requisite may combine and
therefore, have greater force; or a series of individual attributes may have

sufficient force to allow for Great Leadership to develop. One attribute may

be summarized as "selection process." What process do the constituents

follow in deciding what individual or what policy to support? The more
thought and discussion that is involved the more effective are the support
decisions that
constituents

will be made. The support is more effective because the

will have a stake in the outcome. Instead of a "prove to me this

policy will work" attitude, the constituents r4rill employ a "we can make this
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policy urork" attitude. The thought and discussion allows the constituents to
formulate judgment, not just opinion, about the choice of leader or policy to

follow.

Decisions based on judgment beyond initial opinion are based on

beliefs and values that are more supportable in the long run.

Related to process

is identification. When constituents

sense the

person or policy needed, how can they identify or locate that person or

policy? Is there identification from a parade of would-be leaders and poliry

positions passing

in front of a

constituent viewing stand?

Is

the

identification completed by a searching and questioning on the part of the
constituents? The specific answers to these questions influence the type and
quality of leadership that will emerge.

A third attribute is values. The values of the constituent group will
influence which person or policy is given support. Values
course, within any group; but a core

will vary, of

of values will also emerge. The

attention, conscious and subconscious, given to values by the constituents

wiII determine the impact of the support they provide. Yankelovich

and

Harris suggest that the greater the match between constituents' values and
the leader or poliqr the greater

will be the constituents support. "As we have

shown, only a policy that matches these ... values can hope to win enduring

public support. ... Those policies that fail on... values are utterly rejected by
the public. The policies that express some of the public's values but not
others apparently enjoy public support, but the

supPort is not

firm. As soon as someone proposes counter arguments
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that

call attention to the values that are scanted, the support erodes"(p.73).
The importance of values is noted also in the corporate

world.

"There

is tremendous energy when individual and organizational values are in
synch with one another"(Kouzes and Posner, p.192). The values

in "synch"

from the support requisite "stimulate" additional attributes within

the

support requisite. Specific areas effected, here called attributes, include:
"strong feelings of personal effectiveness, ... high levels of company loyalty,

...

consensus about key organizational goals, ... ethical behavior, ... strong norrns

about working hard and caring, (and)

reduced job stress and

tension"(Kouzes & Posner, p.193). Thus, there are interrelationships among
attributes within specific requisites.
Another attribute is goals. Do the constituents emphasize personal, group,
community, or societal goals? Is their concern short-term or long-term? The

more these attributes are blended the greater is the impact toward Great
Leadership provided by support.

The attributes

in the issues prime requisite include the various

problems faced by individuals and societies. The specific approach to dealing

with the problems comes out in the form of "policy." The policy may be a
goverrunent's foreign or domestic policy,
company policy, or an unofficial policy for dealing with a particular problem.
Steven Kelman, when speaking of public policy, argues that "the policy-

making Process starts with ideas citizens have about actions they want the

government to undertake. These ideas are churned around within the
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process

of government. The result is a set of governmental actions (or

inactions) that have effects on people's lives, positive or negative"(p.5-6).
Kelman's comment is a reminder that even though issues and policy are
spoken of as distinct, they are part of a process connected to attributes from

the other requisites of leadership.

The "face" of an issue determines the future success of policy
acceptance. Kelman identifies how Ronald Reagan "knew how to present

a

face to the issue that was most favorable to his view--the idea that the
country would collapse economically if his changes were not adopted"(p.38).
Issues and

poliry are neutral but do not remain

so because they are "faced" by

advocates and evaluated by values.

Potential solutions to the problems comprise other attributes

in

the

issue prime requisite. Economic, social, political, and technological factors
are additional attributes that create conflict and complementing among the

attributes. Within the issues prime requisite, attributes may combine to
provide
greater impact for Great Leadership. Values are indirect attributes here also

in that solutions to problems are reflective of values. "Where leadership
necessary, Philip Selznick writes, 'the problem is always to choose

and to create a social structure that embodies them"'(Burns
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is

k"y values

,'1.978, p.a55).

ATTRIBUTES SUMMARY

A more specific and detailed listing of attributes within

each

of the

three prime requisites is- possible. Any single listing, however, would not
include all possible attributes. More important than the individual attributes
is the combination or blending of attributes that occurs in a given leadership

situation. Greater insight into the leadership situation is realized by
separating out specific attributes rather than piecing together very specific
attributes into the leadership situation considered.

This approach, from the paragraph above, is recommended for future
as

well as historical leadership situations. In history the process is breaking

apart a known situation. In future situations, dependence upon any specific

listing of attributes limits the combinations that may be created. Speculation
about future leadership situations in a comprehensive sense allows for the
inclusion of specific attributes that otherwise may not receive consideration.

MOVEMENT OF PRIME REQUISITES

The complexity

of creating Great Leadership is illustrated by

the

movement of the three prime requisites shown in the diagam below.

Diagram Four

Diagram four illustrates attribute movement. The arrows indicate
movement of attributes within each requisite. Double arrows suggest greater
speed and heavier "traffic"

in terms of attributes. Specific attributes may
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at

one time contribute to Great Leadership and at another time be outside the

bounds

of Great Leadership. Attributes within the bounds of

Great

Leadership do not necessarily remain stationary. Attributes from one
requisite may move into the Great Leadership category and "force out" or

"draw in" atffibutes from the other two requisites. The "forcing out" and

"drawing in" are functions

of the complementary and contradictory

relationships of the attributes. The process is "controlled" by syrergy, the

"formulator."
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Specific attributes in the characteristics prirne requisite may at one time

be within the bounds of Great Leadership and at another time outside the

bounds of Great Leadership. "Within the bounds" identifies the specific
2E

attributes that contribute to the specific leadership situation considered.

"AIl" attributes associated with Great Leadership are not required in any
given situation. Different issues and support may require different personal

characteristics. Personal characteristics of leaders required for Great
Leadership may be different

in crisis situations than in

more routine

situations.
"Competence Over Charisma" by David S. Broder is an apt title of an
essay that highlights the concept of varying characteristics attributes required

for Great Leadership. The quotation that follows sets the background and
makes the case. "Nothing

in the Constitution

requires that the chief

executive be America's cheerleader, of course. Ronald Reagan has filled that

role so well that two-thirds of the people in a recent Washington Post potl
said he had made Americans feel better about their country and themselves.
But far fewer credited Reagan with being a good or even adequate supervisor

of the government store. Dukakis seeks to capitalize on this feeling by telling
voters, "After eight years of charisma in the White House, maybe it's time for
a little competengg"(f988, p.4).

The attributes

in the issues prime requisite also may at one time be a

factor in Great Leadership and not so at other times. For example, "greatest

good for the greatest number" may be an attribute

in the issue prime

requisite. In some situations that attribute may enhance Great Leadership
and other times may prevent Great Leadership. In one situation economic
considerations may be critical,

in another situation social considerations may
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be critical. For example, Great Leadership

will at one time fight inflation

(economic) at the expense of unemployment (social) and another time live

with inflation (economic) for the sake of employment (social).
Support required may vary in terms of breadth and depth. In some
situations support from a relatively small number of constituents may be

sufficient for Great Leadership. In other situations support from a large
number of constituents may be required.

The attributes within each prime requisite are also in motion. No
person remains exactly the same and as the attributes change so do the
chances

that the attributes may or may not be compatible with Great

Leadership. . Thus,

in the leader

characteristics prime requisite there

is

a

constant blending and changing of attributes for each person. Mission,
character, knowledge, and skills are modified with time and experience.

In the issues prime requisite

economic, social, technological, and

political attributes change. The motion of attributes within the

issues

requisite and resultant modification of policy is identified by Geoffrey
Vickers. His argument proposes that "policy making may be regarded as the
by-product of a situational process ... by which the conjunction of a particular

situation

in the world of events and the world of ideas produces a ne\^r

situation in both worlds, which in turn gives rise to new acts of judgment
and decision"(p.169). I.rdgment and decision are processes of business and
governmental agencies that contribute to the making of

policy.

Vickers

concludes that "judgment and decision, though mental activities of
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individuals, are also part of a social process. The individual decider can no

more be studied

in isolation that the individual decision. The mental

activity and social process are indissoluble"(p.15). Vickers implies
movement

of attributes within and among the primes requisites.

Technological advances create and solve problems within the issues requisite
and create additional movement of attributes.

In the support prime requisite constituent goals are modified

as old

problems are solved and new problems encountered. Priorities and values
change as attributes

in other requisites change. As an example,

changing

economic and technological attributes in the issues requisite affect values and

goals attributes in the support requisite. The movement within each prime

requisite allows for the possibility of combining attributes which

will

have

greater impact when joined with combined attributes from other prime
requisites.

BTACI( HOLES

What are some connections between black holes and Great
Leadership? What is known about black holes that wiII give insight to
leadership? What are features of Great Leadership that are understood
through a consideration of black holes? What hidden understandings of
Great Leadership can be exposed through a comparison with black holes? In

addition to the creative aspects of such comparisons, there are some specific
parallels that can be drawn.
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A black hole is formed by the collapse of a massive star(McClintock).
Collapse! As first thought it sounds as though we are going in the wrong
direction, but further understanding of the collapse reveals insights that
make the importance of the collapse more apparent. The diagram below
illustrates light rays traveling from points on a star before the collapse begins.

1

Before collapse

' $tar

(diagram adapted by McClintock from Kaufmann,McClintock, p.28)

The star may be compared to each prime requisite in the Theory of
Synergistically Formulated Leadership. In the characteristics requisite, for
example, each attribute radiates, travels outward in a straight

line. The effect

of each attribute "strikes" a given area based upon what happens to be in the

attribute's

path. That sounds positive; the attributes of
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personal

characteristics reaching out for impact and influence. The same is true for

support and issues; each of the attributes within the requisites reaches out to

impact and influence. The impact and influence, however, is restricted to
what is in the straight path. (Recall discussion of specific attributes for each
requisite area above.)
The diagram below illustrates the star when

it

has begun its collapse.

Notice the rays of light begin to turn and curve back toward the star.

In this phase, as illustrated

above, the attributes within the

characteristics, support, and issues requisites no longer travel

in a straight

line but, rather, begin to turn back toward the requisite of origin. In this
manner, each attribute begins to effect a "broader" area and the influence and

impact of each attribute is thereby greater than when

it travel in a straight

Iine but covered a limited area. As an examplg Technological innovation, as
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an atffibute within the issues requisite, impacts more people and leaders as

permeates

society. John Naisbitt's Megatrends provides examples

illustrates the concept.
resPonse

In

it

and

terms of leadership, constituent and leader

to and integration with the innovations determine the quality of

Ieadership that

will be formulated. In turn, that

response and integration

further defines the innovation and its impact. Automation, "robots,"
computers, fiber optics, telecommunications, and others influence, via

constituent and leader response, the quality

of leadership of

specific

businesses, industries, and governmental agencies. Naisbitt's direct
comments on leadership

in Megatrends and implications of his

comments

on other topics point out the interrelationships of the three requisites.
Individual attributes from each requisite "broaden" their effects as they
"meet" attributes from other requisites. Naisbitt may very well call Great
Leadership "megaleadership."

As the star continues to collapse, the gravitational pull is increased

until the light rays are pulled back into the star. The point at which

the

gravitational pull is so great that the light rays cannot escape is called the

"event horizon". "Once inside the event horizon all light

is

trapped;"(McClintock, p.23) and the rays return to the point of origin

as

indicated in the diagram below.
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ust outside
event horizon
J

At this point in the leadership theory, individual attributes begin to
return to the requisite from which they originated. As they return, the
requisite becomes more concentrated. None of the attributes :re lost, but they
are arrturged differently with a greater concentration of attributes within each

requisite.

The diagram below illustrates the final phase of the formulation of a
black hole. "Once inside the event horizon all light is trapped; a split second

later all that remains is a massive, invisible point - a singularity"
(McClintock, p.23).
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The "singularity" is "Great Leadership."

All the attributes have

returned to their source, combined, and formed a new whole that is greater
and more powerful than their individual features would account

for. At this

point the collapse, that at first thought appears to be going in the wrong
direction for the formulation of Great Leadership, is a very powerful force
that enables the formulation of Great Leadership.
Once in the black hole what happens? There is a theory that all is lost

once inside a black hole; things disappear to who knows where. There is
another theory which suggests that the inside of a black hole may not be so
strange and things do not completely disappear. Carl Sagan suggests the

following possibility: "But if the Cosmos is closed and light cannot

escape

from it, then it may be perfectly correct to describe the universe as a black
hole. If you wish
to know what it is like inside a black hole, look around you"(Sagnn, p.265).
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Carl Sagan further suggests that black holes may be a means of entry to
another universe or state of being. In this sense, the Theory of Synergistically

Formulated Leadership, using the black hole metaphor, suggests

a

movement from one set of conditions to a new set in which Great lcadership

is manifest. "!Ve have previously mentioned the possibility of wormholes to

get from one place

in the universe to another without covering

the

intervening distance--through a black hole"(Sagan, p.265). The negative
feature of popular belief about black holes is only, that a current condition is

lost. This is overridden by the positive
(universe) is created.

feature that a new condition

In the formulation of Great Leadership the attributes

are fighting against the current condition without a clear definition of the

new condition being formulated. The attributes are not intentionally
gathered for a specifically defined state of Great Leadership. Specific attributes
are required for Great Leadership, but the required combination is defined as

the formulation is in progress. Great Leadership is specifically defined as its
existence comes closer to being or even after

it

has begun. This leads to

another parallel between Great Leadership and black holes suggested below.

When is Great Leadership "seen" and when is. a black hole "seen?"
"Some stars, the supernovae, are as bright as the entire galaxy that contains

them; others, the black holes, are invisible from a few kilometers
away"(Sagan, p.10). So

Leadership

Leadership

it is also with Great Leadership. No one says Great

will occur six months from now or even a year from now.

is

"seen" and recognized after the occurrence
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Great

of the specific

leadership situation. This "recognition-after-occurrence" concept is also
noted by
. Rosabeth Moss Kanter in The Chanee Masters. "Only in retrospect

can a company point to a particular decision or specific event as one that
brought it into a new state, and by the time this happens, large numbers of
other people have been involved"(p.21.1). The second part of this quotation
suggests the "broadening" effect of attributes noted above. By the time a black

hole is seen, it is too late to escape its force. By the time Great Leadership is
seen,

it is also too late to escape its force. The force concept identifies another

parallel.

What is the force of Great Leadership, of black holes? "When the
density and gravity become sufficiently high, the black hole winks out and
disappears from our universe. That is why
escape from

it is called black: no light

can

it. On the inside, because the light is trapped down there, things

may be attractively well-Iit"(Sagan, p.241). When the density or
concentration

of the blended attributes from the three prime requisites

becomes sufficiently high,

the current state of affairs "winks out" and

disappears from the scene. The result, because the attributes are

"trappd

down there" is an attractively well-lit state of Great Leadership. Great
Leadership and the inside

of black holes are not

seen

until they are

encountered directly.

Some theories about black holes may give insights

into

the

development or existence of Great Leadership. As the various attributes

within each prime requisite come together they have greater force than
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would otherwise be possible. As these attributes combine with attributes
from the other prime requisites their force is increased. There is a certain
amount of "chance" involved in the combinations. For example, Great Ideas
Leadership (category 6) requires not only an individual with specific skills but

also an issue that can be resolved. The individual and the issue may be
present but may not necessarily combine. Change Leadership (category 4),

which may be seen in the form of social movement, is always a potential.
Constituents may be ready to give support but lack a visible solution. The
solution is present but outside of the combined area. The Charismatic Leader
can aPPear and disappear quickly or remain forever as the support is given

and taken away (Willner, 79U).

As the combinations continue to Great Leadership (category 5) in the
center of the diagram their impact continues to increase. Once in the Great
Leadership category each attribute takes on characteristics, influence, that

it

did not have when not combined with attributes from other prime requisites.
Black holes are said to cause attributes to have unusual properties. Properties

they do not exhibit when they are outside of the black hole. The unusual
properties of the attributes in this leadership theory is the expanded impact
and force they acquire.

The "behavior" of particles identifies whether a black hole exists in
sPace. As the particles approach the black hole, the gravitational puII affects
the partides. The particles may (1) stretch, (2) accelerate, (3) change course, or

(4) collide with other particles. The collisions have additional effects on the
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particles (Parker), The collision effects are multiplied as a result of the
combined strength of individual particles.

The "behavior" of attributes, from the three prime requisites of Great
Leadership, identifies whether Great Leadership exists

in a given situation.

As the attributes approach Great Leadership, the "leadership pull" affects the
attributes. The attributes may (1) stretch - this expands the area of impact and
influence of a particular attribute; the attributes may (2) accelerate

- this

quickens the acceptance (on the part of both leader and constituency) of the
attributes that become a part of the Great Leadership situation; the attributes

may (3) change course - this allows a particular attribute to be changed, or
modified, so that it is compatible with the leadership situation; the attributes

may (4) collide with other attributes. The collisions have additional effects

on the attributes. The collision effects are multiplied as a result of the
combined strength of individual attributes. Harlan Cleveland, writing in
The Knowledge Executive: Lead-qrship in an Information Society. suggests
the likelihood of "stretching" identified above. "[f you chart the direction of

all the conceptual changes mentioned so far..., you will find a common
characteristic: Our basic ideas all seem to be lenglhening to take in more of

the future and widening to include what used to be regarded

as

externalities " (p. 1 25).

The effects of attribute collisions are best interpreted in the sense of

synergy. "Sy.ergy means behavior of whole systems unpredicted by the
behavior of their parts taken separately"(Fuller, p.3). concepts of synergy
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apply to the Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership just as the
concepts apply to other areas. "Chemists discovered that they had to
recognize synergy because they found that every time they tried to isolate one

element out of a complex or to separate atoms out, ... the isolated parts and

their separate behaviors never explained the associated behaviors at

all. It

always failed to do so. They had to deal with the wholes in order to be able to

discover the group proclivities as well as integral characteristics of
parts"(Fuller, p.3). Practitioners of this leadership theory make the same
discovery.

Examining single attributes from a single requisite does not reveal the

attribute's impact when in the leadership situation. For example, attributes

from the characteristics requisite such as personality and communication are
held by many people but their "proclivities" are dependent upon support and

issues. Kenneth Keller and others who lose their role in Great Leadership do

so not because their personality and communication have changed but
because the interaction

or "collision" among particular attributes has created

a new entity separate from any of the colliding attributes. A solution or
policy from the issues requisite by itself has limited meaning. As it collides

with a Persuasive communication attribute from the characteristics requisite

it

becomes a more "powerful"

policy. When that new power-filled policy

collides with the values attribute from the support requisite, the result is
Great Leadership. Of course, other attributes are also involved.
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Is there more than one kind of Great Leadership as there is of black

hole? Barry Parker suggests that there are four types of black holes: "the

Schwarzschild,

the

Reissner-Nordstrom,

the Kerr, and the Kerr-

Newman"(p.9). What accounts for different types of Great Leadership (not
just different types of leadership), and black holes? "A different type of black
hole could only arise from different properties in the original star"(Parker,

P.9). In a similar manner, the type of Great Leadership that develops is
dependent upon the attributes within the requisites. There are only three
properties of stars that can be preserved as a black hole is being formed. The

three preserved properties are mass, charg€, and spin (Parker). The chart
below lists the four types of black holes described by Parker and the properties
associated

with each type. For this discussion "mass" will refer to

Leadership itself, "spin"
"charge"

Great

will refer to the "energization" of attributes

and

to "morality".

TyPe

Mass Spin

Charge

Schwarzsc.hild

yes

no

no

Reissner-Nordstrom

yes

no

yes

Kerr

yes

yes

no

Kerr-Newman

yes

yes

yes

The Schwarzschild Black Hole has only one property, mass, and is

surrounded by an event horizon. "Once inside this horizon atl hope of
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escape is lost"(Parker,

p.9). Thus, there are leadership situations that cannot

be avoided after the attributes come within a specified distance of the
situation (singularity or mass of the black hole). After recognizing the reality

of leadership during Ronald
escape,

Reagan's presidencf, constituents could not

in the short term, the leadership situation.

Business decisions put

into place carry our their effects even when the effects later

hecome

undesirable. Product demand, for example, may decrease well ahead of
production decrease creating an unwanted surplus.

The Schwarzschild black hole has no spin and as a result "energy
cannot be extracted from it"(p.11). Related to the metaphor, this means the

leadership situation returns nothing
contributed

to the source of attributes that

to the formulation of the leadership situation.

"Taxation

without representation" is an illustrative example.
The Reissner-NordsEom black hole has charge but no spin. As charge

is added to a black hole, "the original (event) horizon begins to shrink and a
second horizon appears closer to the singularity"(p.13). Both event horizons

function as in a Schwarzschild black hole. As more charge is added, both
event horizons disappear so that the singularity "is no longer clothed in an
event horizon.

It is a naked singularity"(p.13).

Metaphorically, the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole represents
immoral leadership. The important point here is not to identify what is
immoral but to propose what happens to immoral leadership. Specific"lly
the "cover" of an event horizon disappears and the leadership is "exposed"
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as

what it really is. Parker suggests there is some speculation whether this type

of black hole exists. The proposal here is that immoral leadership self
-destructs. Parker suggests the possibility that these "naked singularities are

prohibited by laws of physics

in a form of 'cosmic censorship"'(p.13).

"Cosmic censorship" seerw an appropriate response to immoral leadership.

According to Parker "Kerr black holes are the most interesting type of
black hole because th*y exhibit the widest range of characteristics"(p.13). They
are interesting also because those same characteristics simulate characteristics

of leadership situations. In addition to mass, Kerr black holes have spin. The
spin creates inner and outer event horizons each of which is surrounded by a
"static

limit." "Although you cannot remain stationary

once inside the static

limit, you are not yet trapped inside the event horizon. You can still

escape

from the black hole if your rockets can get you going fast enough"(p.13).
The leadership situations suggested by the Kerr black holes, then, are
those

in which individuals and positioned attributes are "pulled" in by the

leadership situation but also have an area of "recognition" (static limit) in

which individuals and attributes themselves may pull away from the
leadership situation. The area between each event horizon and its static limit

is called the "ergosphere." In the "ergosphere of leadership" it is possible to
"see" the leadership situation and "feel"

its effects. The ergosphere

also

provides an opportunity to respond or react to the leadership being
formulated.
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Roger Penrose has demonstrated "that we could use the ergosphere to

extract energy from a black hole.
ergosphere that would break

If,

we launched an object into the

in two once inside it, and if one piece fell into

the singularity and the other emerged, the piece that emerged would come

out with considerably more energy than the original object had. Instead of
sucking in everything around

it, a black hole can actually be a source of

energy"(Parker, p.13). Thus, individuals and positioned attributes may be
"energized" in the "ergosphere of leadership" via the influence of leadership
and response to leadership.

The energized individuals and attributes may join that given
leadership situation or move on to their own leadership situation. Spin-off

comPanies

in the computer industry provided excellent examples.

Executives

in the "ergosphere of the corporation," not being completely

absorbed

by that leadership situation, have, with the "energization" of that

experience/ spun-off to create new compErnies and leadership siruadons (Cray

-Cray Research and Iacocca-Chrysler). The "space" of interactions of attributes

from the prime requisites of characteristics, support, and issues is the
"ergosphere of leadership." Here the attributes are blended and energized.

Another important feature of the Kerr black hole is the singularity
(mass or leadership) that results from

spin. "The singularity is no longer

a

point, it is a ring. Kerr black holes have ring singularities"(p.15). For the
metaPhor, this means the leadership has a range of approaches, "ring," rather

than a one and only approach, "point," to situations encountered. The
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ringed singularity of the Kerr black hole represents leadership flexibility and
adaptability as determined by specific events and environments.
The "Kerr black holes are the most likely kind to form" ... and also
represent the most likely complex

of "rules" governing the formulation of

Great Leadership situations. Interestingly, a spinning black hole "has a spin
axis that points in a particular direction in space"(p.15). Similarly, businesses,

governments, groups, 'units

for which leadership is a concern have an

explicit or implicit "philosophy" which also points in a particular direction

within its environment. The "spin axis of leadership" is the direction of
movement represented

by the "philosophy" of the leadership

under

consideration; past, present, or future.

The fourth type of black hole listed by Parker is the Kerr-Newman.
Kerr-Newman black holes are like the Kerr black holes with the additional
feature of charge. Metaphorically, charge represents morality, and the Kerr

-Newman represents moral leadership. The "moral" charge of the Kerr
-Newman, as opposed to the "immoral" charge of the Reissner-Nordstrom, is
a factor of the "ergospheres" and the "static

limits."

These features allow for

modification, adjustment, and "correction" of attributes so that moral
leadership is possible and immoral leadership is prevented.
Eventually, as noted by Parker, the specific features of the black holes cease
to exist. For the leadership metaphor this identification of black hole features

provides useful insights.
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PLETHOTTA TO SINGULARITY

The essentials of the Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership
have been presented

in the previous

sections of this

paper. The focus now

shifts to other writings and the realities of leadership situations from the
perspective of this theory.

Is another leadership theory called for or even helpful? Clemens and

Mayer identify the importance of this question with R. M. Stogdill's
observation that "endless accumulation of empirical data has not produced
an integrated understanding of leadership"(p.149). Indeed, there is a "baffling

plethora of leadership. There are 'trait' theories, 'behavioral' theories, and
'contingency' theories, 'managerial gird,' and 'system

4.' There are 'boss-

centered' Ieadership and 'subordinate-centered' leadership, 'autocratic' and

'laissez-faire' leadership. There are Theory X...Theory Y... and Theory Z
leadership style(s). Something for everyone, but nothing that sufficiently
answers the question 'FIow do effective leaders lead?"'(Clemens and Mayer,
p.1a9-150).

All the theories listed above, and others not listed, together form an
integrated approach to leadership. Each theory focuses on a set of attributes

that fall within one or more of the three prime requisites or combined
requisite categories. Individually the theories are self-Iimiting because they

include a "given" set of attributes. Clemens and Mayer ask a self-limiting

question: "How do effective leaders lead?" This question limits
understanding of leadership to the characteristics requisite. The work of
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Clemens and Mayer does, however, Bo on to include attributes that may be
placed in each of the prime requisites and their combined categories.

The "baffling plethora" becomes a "coherent singularity" through the

employment

of the Theory of

Synergistically Formulated Leadership.

Leadership "VIA" this theory is leadership that is Veracious, Integrated, and

Actualized. This "VfA Leadership" is the Great Leadership identified by the
combined requisites in the theory of Synergistcally Forumulated Leadership.

VIA Leadership is true leadership, not management, authority, or blind
loyalties. VIA Leadership brings together in equal membership attributes

from all requisites, other leadership theories, constituents, leaders, and
solutions into

Em

organic

unity. Finally, VIA

Leadership is realized

in the

interaction and activity of the blended attributes. The Synergistically
Formulated Theory of I-eadership, then, is helpful and decidedly called for in

that it provides a veracious, integrated, and actualized understanding of
leadership.

TEADEI{ILEADERSHIP DI STINCTIONS

A pivotal point in the Theory of Synergistically Formulated
Leadership is that leaders and leadership are distinct entities. Iohn Kenneth

Galbraith has noted that "the word leader. as commonly used, is ambiguous
and should be so regarded. The leader may be accomplished in gaining the
submission of others to his purposes" But

in the everyday reference he is

merely adept at identifying himself with the conditioned wilt of the crowd
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and identifying for the crowd its own purposes"(p.44-45). "Conditioned will"

and "purposes" suggest entities apart from the leader as an individual that
account for veracious leadership. Galbraith's terms conform to the three
leadership requisites. "Conditioned

will"

suggests the support requisite,

"purposes" suggests the issues requisite, and "identifying with and for"
suggesE the characteristics requisite. The cautioned view of leader, explicifly

pointed out by Galbraith, implicitly communicates a view of leadership that
is distinct from a leader.

James MacGregor Burns,

in Leadership, notes that "'one-man

leadership' is a contradiction in terms. Leaders, in responding to their own

motives, appeal to the motive bases of potential followers. As followers
respond a symbiotic relationship develops that binds leader and follower
together into a social and political collectivity"(p.452). Here Burns points out

that leadership includes all three requisites and their interactiorls.

In discussions of leadership there is naturally reference to the term
"leader." The leader as a person is most significant as Support Leader,
Charismatic Leader, and Issues Leader (single prime requisites of categories
1,3, and 7)

in which there is predominance of only one of the three prime

requisites for Great Leadership. Traditional Leadership, Change Leadership,

and Great Ideas Leadership (combined categories ?,4, and 6) are leaders for

whom two of the three prime requisites predominate. These leaders become
less significant as individuals alone and the leadership they implement
becomes more significant.
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A definition of a leader is useful but is seldom given outside the
context of leadership. In other words, most efforts at defining leaders focus
instead on leadership. A leader is a leader and exists apart from leadership.

William Beecher recently illustrated the poinil "Most analysts have gone on

to point out that the problems facing Gorbachev's sweeping campaign to
reform and restructure the Soviet economy and political system are

so

enormous that merely acquiring authority as Soviet president, in addition to

being general secretary

of the Communist Party, does not

success"(Minneapolis Star Tribune). Thus,

assure

Mr. Gorbachev may be a leader

but the desired leadership Beecher has in mind may not become a reality. In
examining leaders, the focus soon leaves the leader and centers instead on
leadership.

One definition of leader useful for this discussion

is: "A political

leader is one who gives direction, or meaningfully participates

in the giving

of direction, to the activities of a political community"(Tucker, p.lS). The
term "political" may be replaced by "business", "educational," or "local." The
nature of the direction-giving determines whether there is leadership. There
are situations in which there is a leader but no leadership.

A traffic monitor gives directions at a busy intersection. The monitor

is a leader in the sense of giving direction; is the monitor providing
leadership? Communities and business have leaders (mayors and presidents)

but may not have leadership. A leader directs the "activities" of
"community," but

a

it is the nature and extent of the activities and the
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community that determine if there is leadership. The value associated with

the various activities and communities needs to be considered. A traffic
community has limited value and driving has limited value. Activities
include thousands of actions, thoughts, and behaviors. Communities vary:
neighborhood, industry, political, religious, intellectual, economic, market,

etc. The value of those activities and communities determine whether
leadership is present in addition to the presence of a leader.

The direction-giving role of a political leader, suggested by Robert C.

Tucker, has three phases. The three functions or phases coincide with the

three prime requisites

of the Theory of

Synergistically Formulated

Leadership. "'We may describe these functions 'as diagnostic, policy
formulating, and policy implementing"(Tucker, p.19). First, the leader has

"diagnostic

function to define the situation authoritatively for

a

the

group"(P.18). The diagnostic phase is in the Characteristics requisite. The
characteristics of the leader allow him or her to see what is taking place. The

understanding the leader brings

is based upon those characteristics.

Diagnosis is the identification of circrrmstances that

will become issues in

the

second phase.

Second, the leader "must formulate

resolve the problem in a manner that

a plan of action designed to

will serve group purpos.s"(p.18-19).

The second phase may be considered policy formulation and be identified

with the Issues requisite. In this phase a course of action must be developed

that will deal with the situation as defined in phase one. The various
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political, economic, and social attributes will be identified and arranged based
upon the leader's insights into the problems being faced.
"Policy implementation", the third phase, coincides with the Support

requisite. Tucker describes this phase as a "mobilizing function" in which
"leaders must gain the group's support, or predominate support, ... for the

plan of action they have prescribed"(Tucker, p.19). Will support be provided
so the policy can be implemented?

If the policy is consistent with the values

and associated activities of the community providing support, the answer
wilt be yes.

It is important to note that each of the three phases includes
interaction with the other two; "in practice these phases

an

are

interpenetrating"(P.18). The leaders'diagnoses are based upon their
interaction with the options in the issues category; this creates the Great Ideas

Leadership category. The poticy formulation, completed
category,

is dependent upon the policy's

consistency

in the issues

with the support

community's values and the capabilities of the leader. (The issues categorf,

or policy formulation phase, may be thought of as including the ideas
provided by "experts." The options and attributes within the issues category

are identified and clarified by these experts.) Finally, the policy
implementation is dependent upon the relationships between the support
grouP and leader and between the support group and the policy. The more
effective the relationships the greater is the chance for the emergence of Great
Leadership.
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This section has reviewed Tucker's basic definition of leader and
fonnd that it may extend into leadership when analyzed from the perspective

of the Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership. Leadership exists
beyond the individual leader. Although Tucker identifies a leader as the
focus of his discussion, analysis shows that he discusses leadership inclusive

of characteristics, issues and support requisites. Tucker recognizes this point
when he notes that "we are on sffonger analytical ground when we consider

leader-follower relations thernselves

in the context of

leadership

activity"(p.25).

WEBER'S "AIJTHORITY TWES'' AND REQUISITE ''CATEGORIES"

Max Weber identifies "three pure types of tegitimate authority" that
correlate with the three prime requisites. (Kellerman, p.232-244). The three
types, as found in Weber's The Theory of Social and Economic Organization.

are identified and related to the corresponding prime requisite

in the

paragraphs below.

First is "legal authority" based on rational grounds. This authority is
premised "on a belief in the 'legality' of patterns of normative rules and the

right of those elevated to authority under such rules to

issue

commands"(p.232). Since the issues requisite contains the attributes of rules

(or policy, as discussed earlier) and their formation, legal authority coincides

with the issues requisite and Issues Leader. Constituents respond to the rules
that evolve from the issues requisite and the "leader" is an agent of those
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rules. Weber points out that "the person who obeys (legal) authority does so
... only in his capacity as a 'member' of the corporate group and what he obeys

is only 'the 1aw"'(p.234).

An Issues Leader is limited by the "rules" and "employs" limited
characteristics attributes

in that capacity. To move to Great Leadership

the

individual must be part of a different blend of attributes. For example,
creativity, vision, and innovation from the characteristics requisite; a crises

in the issues requisite; or changing values in the support requisite are
attributes that may be required. I.ee Iacocca, in one sense, was bound by rules

ffid, therefore, an Issues Leader at Ford. With Chrysler,

Iacocca $ras enabled

to employ his characteristics attributes of vision and innovation. In the
issues requisite, changing economic conditions represented a new attribute

that became part of the new blend. In the support requisite, changing values,

from economic gain to job security, was another new attribute that blended

with the other attributes mentioned. This new blend created

great(er)

leadership at Chrysler. It is not just Mr. Iacocca who represents leadership;

is the blend of attributes from the three requisites. The person is the

it

same

only the blended attributes changed. Starting this paragraph with an Issue
Leader and ending with a Great Leadership situation suggests the constant

motion and chance blending of attributes from the three requisites required
for Great Leadership.

Weber's second type

of authority is "traditional

authority."

Traditional authority is premised "on an established belief in the sanctity of
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immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of the status of those exercising
authority under them"(p.232). The Support Leader coincides with traditional

authority. (The Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership actually
includes characteristics and support in traditional leadership.) Constituent

''obedienceisowedtothe@ofthechiefwhooccupiesthetraditiona1
sanctioned position of authority ...(and) is a matter of personal loyalty within

the area of accustomed.obligations"(p.?32-233). As noted earlier, the Support

Leader may not have the characteristics attributes for Great Leadership.
Weber notes the "the person exercising authority is not a 'superiorr' but

a

personal'chief"'(p.238).
The support or traditional authority leader acts beyond a set of rules

but is limited by the support provided or withheld. This "chief" must
concerned

with "what will or will not arouse (constituent)

(because) when resistance occurs,

be

resistance

it is directed against the person of the

chief..."(p.239). An example of this leader in modern terms is "caretaker
president." Ronald Reagan may be placed in this category He had received
support (partly through important characteristics attributes) but additional
support, issues, and characteristics attributes did not combine to formulate

Great Leadership.
(Reagan)

"I am not certain that the American people support

in the sense of backing his policies. But they are comfortable with

him and that is what counts"(Reedy, p.1,7U. Reedy, thus suggests
attributes within the issues requisite were also missing.
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some

Reedy's description

of

"caretaker presidef,t," given below, is

descriptive of the Support Leader that can be applied to business and other
areas as well as the presidency. This also represents the traditional authority

identified by Weber. "If anything, (Reagan) is the epitorne of the caretaker -

- someone who knows how to keep the various groups of our society a bit off
balance so they cannot combine
someone who knows how

to dispose him and, at the same time,

to create the illusion of action when not very

much is actually going on"(Reedy, p.159). The Support Leader stays in office,

or the leader's position, not because the constituents like what the leader will
do but because the constituents are comfortable with what the leader
do

-

will not

act in a manner detrimental to the constituents.

Weber's third type

of authority is "charismatic authority" and is

premised on constituent obedience "by virtue of personal trust in him and

his revelation, his heroism or his exemplary qualities so far as they fall

within the scope of the individual's belief in his charisma"(p.233).

The

charismatic authority coincides with the characteristics requisite and a specific
set of attributes

within that requisite.

Although Weber notes that "it is recognition on the part of those
subject

to authority which is decisive for the validity of

charismatic authority remains

"nature"

of the

charisma,"

in the characteristics requisite because of the

constituent recognition and support. The nature of

constituent recognition defined by Ann Ruth Willner suggests the foms is on

attributes within the characteristics requisite and not within the support or
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issue requisites. Willner identifies four "properties" that define the
relationship between a Charismatic Leader and followers. The underlined
terms in Willner's description of the relationship properties point out the

of the support and issues requisites which, in turn, places

dormancy

charismatic authority with the characteristic requisite.

1. The leader is perceived by the followers

2. The followers blindll

3.

as somehow superhumlrn.

believe the leader's statements.

The followers unconditionally comply with the leader's directives

for action.

4.

The followers give the leader unqualified emotional support(p.8).

As noted in the introductory section of this paper, exact placement of

individuals in leadership categories is not important. Placing an individual

within a category allows for analysis of the individual and a leadership
situation. An interesting person to place is Kenneth Keller, University of
Minnesota president from 1985-1988, because he moved from a situation of
greater leadership to one of lesser, and eventually no, Ieadership. Willner
suggests

counts

"it is not what the leader is but what people

in

see the leader as that

generating the charismatic relationship"(Willner, p.1a-15).

Willner's point is important in analyzing the "downfall" of the leadership
associated

with Keller.

Assume,

for this discussion, that the leadership

associated with

Kenneth Keller and the "Commitment to Focus" program was

in

the

category of Great Leadership. What happened? Why did the leadership
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cease? The "dormant" attributes within the support requisite were
stimulated by reported events that changed what constituents saw and the

relationship between Keller and the constituent
constituent value attributes

public.

"Dormant"

of anti-extravagance and anti-elitism

were

"stimulated" by news reports of extravagance and elitism. Thus, a "new set"

of attributes came together that were contradictory rather
complementary, and Great Leadership was not

possible. Keller's

than

comment,

below, affirms Willner's point and invites inclusion of the third requisite,
issues, required for Great I-eadership.

Itt "For the Record," an article in Twin Cities magazine, Keller
"!Ve pointed out that while

ultimately

states:

it is all well and good to talk about reality,

it is the public's perception

that matters. That's a truth with

which we all must live, and it was in recognition of that truth that I resigned
as president of the University of Minnesota on March 13, three years to the

d"y after I had taken office"(p.47). Keller affirms, then, the importance of
what the constituents "see," as pointed out by Willner. The point illustrates
the importance of both characteristics and support requisites. At the same
time, the issues requisite comes into play in terms of what perception is based

upon. Keller used the term "reality" which falls within the issues requisite.
"Perception," defined as "awareness of the elements

of environment

through physical sensation," may be considered as an attribute within the
suPPort requisite and "perspective," defined as "capacity to view things in

their true relations or relative importance," as an attribute within the issues
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requisite. As these attributes are combined, they create something greater and
more potent than the mere sum of the attributes (synergy). In Keller's words:

"As time passes perception has to give way to perspective -- perspective to

help us understand what actually happened and to help us learn from the
experience"(p.47). To "learn from experience" combines attributes from the

support and issues requisites which gives the Change Leadership category in

the Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership. Keller's statement
suggests that the attributes

did not blend, prior to his resignation, and the

lost. Had those attributes blended

along

with the charismatic (characteristics requisite) attributes of Keller

Great

chance for Change Leadership was

Leadership would have remained.

Leaders, as illustrated

by Keller, may move into and out of all

categories. Leadership, as its own entity, in its truest and most complete form
is most evident when attributes from all requisites are combined.

CONSTITUENT ROLE

In "The Voice of Reasor," Edmund Burke presents the doctrine that
the source of all political power is the people. The people do not hold office

but they do actively or passively provide or withhold support. Burke, then,
also implicitly suggests that leadership is an entity beyond the individual in

office. The Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership recognizes that
constituents are able to apply reason and sound judgment. This is true in the

political, business, and social worlds. The people's judgment is applied to the
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"leader" and to the "policy." Even though

it is impossible for all people

always to be awrue of and understand all the complexities of specific policies,
they can still apply reason.

The complexities of policy increase as businesses engage in market

competition, governments develop domestic and foreign policies, and
coilununities form development policies. That people can apply judgment is
supported by Francis P.-Canavan in an analysis of Edmund Burke's view that

all can and urilt "judge perfectly well, whether public men seek the public's
interest or their own; whether their conduct over a period of time is
consistent, and whether

ill

it was wise or foolish;

and whether affairs are well or

managed by them"(Canavnn, p.140). In the office or factory,

in political

affairs, and in the corrununity, people can and do make those judgments.
Abraham Lincoln is reported to have said: "I am a great believer in the

people. If given the truth, they can be depended upon to meet any national
crises. The great point is to bring them the real facts"(Seldes, p.246). That
quotation recognizes that Great Leadership requires blending of the issues,
support, and characteristics requisite. Meeting a national crises could imply
the presence of Great Leadership. The "truth" and "real facts" suggests the
issues requisite; "they can ... meet" suggests the support requisite, and "bring

them" suggests the characteristics requisite. The role of the "leader" is to
"bring," but the leadership includes what is brought and the constituents'
resPonse.
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Harlan Cleveland provides a fitting introduction to the concept of
interrelationships between the support and issues requisites by pointing out

that "high poliqr -- that is, major change in society's sense of direction -- is

first shaped in an inchoate consensus reached by the people at large"(p.42).
Kouzes and Posner have used the same quotation from Cleveland and
suggest its application to the business world by proposing that "what is true

for the society at large is also true for organizations"(p.114). These writers
suggest an important connection between policies

of business and/or

government and constituents as initiators of those policies.

Geoffrey Vickers,

in The Art of .Iudgment, specifies four areas of

interrelationships among support attributes and issubs attributes. Vickers
notes that "in a world in which political choice becomes more ubiquitous and

more resPonsible, more people become involved as qgents. concerned
directly or indirectly in forming or frustrating policy, as well as in their
capacity as beneficiaries from

its results"(p.225). The four

areas of

interrelationship upon which policy making depends include: 1) all who

help formulate the concrete alternatives between which the policy maker
must choose; 2) all who must help to carry it ouU 3) all.whose concurrence is
needed, legally or

in practicg to put it into effec| and 4) all those who, by

giving or withholding their trust, can nurse or kilt its chances of

success

(Vickers, p.225).

Vickers believes that everyone is involved
Processes, listed above, either

in some portion of the

knowingly or unknowingly. Policies should be
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evaluated beyond themselves to determine "hour far they

in fact restrict or

encourage the playing of these essential roles" of interrelationships of issues

and support requisites. Vickers also notes that "these roles not only limit the

policy maker; they also contribute to policy making through the dialogue in

which all are involved"(p.225). Thus, the interactions among issue and
suPPort attributes continues to interactions with characteristics attributes in
the form of dialogue.
Kouzes and Posner have also recognized this leader-follower-policy

interaction. Vickers emphasized the support-issue interaction; Kouzes and
Posner emphasize the support-characteristics interaction. They assert:

"Followers determine whether someone possesses leadership qualities.
Upper management cannot confer leadership on someone they select to
manage a

unit. Over time, those who would be followers determine whether

that person should be : and will be

-

recognized as a leader. Leadership is in

the eye of the follower"(p.15).

APPLICATION TO THE U.S. PRESIDENCY

In addition to the point just made by kouzes and Posner, in

those

situations where the leader is chosen, effective leadership requires that
reason be applied in the selection and judgment of leaders. This is true

if it

is

an entire population selecting a president or a small board selecting a
comPany president

or department head. As more effort and thought

are

applied to the selection process, the viability of the position will be increased.
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Bruce Buchanan notes the importance

of selection in the preface to The

Citizen's Presidency. "This book is for those who want to do better the two
things citizens must do well if the presidency is to work: choose and judge
presidents"(p.vii).
The Support requisite is critical as an enabling lever for the American

President. Bruce Buchanan identifies public support as the "core resource"

for an effective presidency. Support that is given blindly, however, wiII not
enable Great Leadership. The support that results from an interaction
between citizens and the President

in terms of policy positions is necessary

for Great Leadership. The president and the people both have obligations in

that relationship. Buchanan identifies five areas in which the president's
effectiveness is increased as a result of increased public support. Buchanan's

comments

in terms of president apply

al.so

to leaders in other fields or

situations. The five areas are identified and discussed below.
First, greater support increases the support the president will receive

for programs sent to Congress. Michael Nelson, writing in The Presidency
and the Political System. says that "noihing is more helpful to presidential
leadership of Congress than popularity with the voters"(p.17).

A "leader"

within any company will have greater influence with the board of directors if
that leader has the support and backing of affected workers. A "leader" in the

community when facing the city council or planning commission is more
effective with the support of residents. This seems obvious, but when
problem-solving leadership is lacking, the focus is on the leader and the
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leader's interaction with the official body (Congress, board, or council). In

addition, the focus needs to be on the interaction between the leader and the
reason for lack of support from affected constituents.

Second, greater support increases the president's effectiveness
area

in the

of foreign policy. Public support increases the president's power and

prestige in the eyes of political leaders from other countries. Those leaders
are aware of the degree of public support the president has and can use that

information in planning their negotiations strategy urith the president. Mr.
Gorbachev has taken this concept one interesting step further and has
attempted to influence American public opinion regarding himself and his

policies. That, in turn, influenced the president and the negotiations
between Reagan and Corbachev.

Lars T. Lih in "Gorbachev and the Reform Movement" suggests that
Gorbachev understands and employs the support requisite. "Gorbachev has

gone on the road and taken his message to the people. [This] reflects the
objective necessity of a ner4/ style of politics [and leadershipl in which people

must genuinely be persuaded ... and ... that the leadership must listen to the

people with greater attention."(Lih, Current History. October,'1,987, p.312).
The public

will hold the president

responsible

for our foreign policy and

international relations even if the president is not directly responsible for the
specific situation.
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that the
In terms of foreign policy, the support for the president is such

Samuel Kernell,
positions taken wilt influence presidential effectiveness.

,,so

notes that:

N

author

and prosperity,
long as the citizenry remains attentive to matters of peace

so must the president. otherwise, his popular support

will suffer and with it

his ability to govern"(P.173).

Third, greater support increases the president's standing with the
with
media. Media attention is generally more favorable to the president
businesses
greater public support. The media labels or stereotypes presidents,

are the
and their leaders, and community leaders. The labels that survive
to get a positive image,
ones accepted by the supporting constituents. In order
,,...cultivate the affection and support of the American
the president must

public,'(Buchanan,

p.13). The interpretation the media puts on

president,s message and the president's image

the

will be influenced by the

citizens interpretations of that image'

and the
The role of the media is an intermediary between the leader
officials are seen
support prime requisites. Business leaders and government

by their constituents through the media'
the
Fourth, greater support increases the president's credibility with

washington community. The washington community includes
that
goverrunent professionals and career civil servants. It is the community
the business
implements and carries out the policies of the president. In

community and the local community

it is the people who implement and
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carry out the policies of their respective leaders. Those policies
implemented with greater effort when

are

it is known that there is a great deal of

support backing the leader's policy. The support makes the leader and the
policy more effective.

Fifth, greater support increases the president's self-confidence.
Support contributes to the leader's personal well-being which will increase

his confidence and ability to administer the various duties of the position.

Support enhances specific attributes within the characteristics prime

requisite. The leader, however, must balance the desire for approval
(support) with the obligation to apply reason and sound judgment to the
position's activities.

In summary, Buchanan notes that public suPport enables Presidential
effectiveness in five areas: Congress, foreign relations, media, professional

Washington, and within himself. The president's effectiveness

areas represents his effectiveness as

in those five

a leader. Because the president's

effectiveness in the five areas is dependent upon public suPPort, the reality of

increasingly effective presidential leadership can be found in the category

that exists between the president and the support prime requisite. The
leadership effectiveness moves toward greatness when matched with
appropriate attributes with the issues prime requisite.
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INTEGRATED ISSUES REQUISITE

The issues requisite includes all the economic, political, and social

attributes affecting

a given problem and solution options. Moral

considerations are not inherent

in the issues but are based upon the values

and belief system of the support constituency and the characteristics of the

leader. The fact that there are solution options suggests that some solutions
are more effective at solving the problem than are other solutions. Which
solution should be selected? A proper blend of attributes from the support
and characteristics requisites are of no avail unless they are blended with the
relevant attributes from the issues requisite.

As discussed above, the more thought and discussion the support
constituents put into the selection of solutions the more effective

will be the

solution selected. Likewise the more effective attributes the leader brings to

the solution choice the more effective will be the solution selected. In
addition, there are some attributes about the solutions that, in themselves,
are important and

will

make a contribution to the formulation

of Great

Leadership or prevent the occurrence of Great Leadership.

The solutions are put together in a workable form that comes to be

known as the "policy" toward that particular problem. What are the most
critical attributes the solutions or policies must have in order to contribute to

the formulation of Great Leadership? Daniel Yankelovich and Sidney
Harris's Starting with the People explores one answer to that question in

depth. The authors suggest that our U.S. policy should reflect the values of
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the people in order to be effective. They focus on the issues related to nuclear
weapons and economic policies. In the forward to Starting

with the People.

Cyrus Vance highlights the critical attributes: "I have long believed that

without the understanding and broad support of our citizens, w€ cannot
have effective foreign and domestic policies.

I am also convinced that such

support must be rooted in public values and embraced by a majority of our

citizens"(p.xi). Vance has recognized the blending of issues and support
requisites.

To develop policies that can contribute to Great Leadership,
constituents must ans$rer questions related to values. The policy, then, must
reflect public values. Yankelovich and Harris point out that values can be in

conflict, and conflicting values must be resolved in order for the policy to be

effective. Support given to such a policy is stronger and more consistent.
Public opinion and support "is firm when the public has resolved conflicting

values. It is unstable when the process of reaching a value judgment is
blocked, or frustrated, or simply has not run its course"(p.9). The critical
concern within the issues requisite is not only that the selected policy reflect

the values of the constituents, but also that the values of the constituents are
the result of extensive thought and discussion followed by judgment.

Ideas, which are attributes within the issues requisite, are integrated

with attributes within the support and characteristics requisites. Rosabeth
Moss Kanter notes the integration by pointing out that "after years of telling
corPorate citizens to 'trust the system,' many companies must relearn instead

6B

to trust their people -- and encourage their people to use neglected creative
capacities

in order to tap the most potent economic stimulus of all:

idea

power"(p.18).

INTEGRATED CHARACTERISTICS REQUISITE
Leaders are often rated or evaluated in surveys conducted to determine

which leaders are considered the best. Analysis of the ratings shows that the
support and issues requisites are as significant as the characteristics requisite.
Kenney and Rice have completed an analysis of a variety of presidential
greatness rating scales with an attempt to find what conditions or factors are
associated

with higher ratings. One factor they reviewed, which relates to the

support prime requisite, is the issue of popular vote. Kenney and Rice found

that "the average ranking of presidents who achieved at least
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of

the

popular vote is considerably higher that those who won with less"(p.153).
That finding does not prove that the support created the "greatness" of the

president; however,

it

does provide confirmation for the connection of

popular support with great(er) leaders. Specifically, "the seven presidents
carried into office with at least 55 percent of the vote had an average ranki^g

of

13.0, compared

to

21

.0 for the other 31 presidents (covered by the

ratings)"(p.163).

Seven additional factors have been identified
greatness according

with presidential

to the findings of Kenny and Rice. All eight factors

include: (1) elected president, (2) wins a large majority of the popular vote,
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a '$rar, (6) presides
(3) serves two terms, (a) is assassinated, (5) serves during
congress, and (8) avoids
over a hearthy econoffiy, (7) works smoothly with

major scandals.

stimulate attributes
Some of the eight factors are crisis factors that
popular support for the
within the issues prime requisite and, in turn, create
citizenry that
president. A crisis seems to create a united and supportive
and will increase
gives additional support to the president in the short-run

"industry world" is the
his greatness in the long-run. An example in the
(The crisis creates an
leadership associated with Iacocca at chrysler.
atmosphere,

,,ergosphere,,,

in which attributes within the issues requisite are

The individuals and
examined more closely and brended more creatively.

view of impending
attributes affected have been "energized" via "their" of
"leadership.")

A crisis is one example of the "ergosphere of leadership" in which
yet, have independent
attributes are affected by the impeding leadership but,

,,*,.ill.,, Attributes have crossed the "static limit" and may "choose" to join or

,,singularity" of leadership. As noted earlier in the
turn away from the

including the
example of chrysler, attributes from the support requisite,
by the choice and will of
varue of job security, became part of the leadership
including "job
affected constituents. Attributes from the issues requisite,
market" and "market economy" also became
is "hidden" in
part of the leadership. The choice and will of issues attributes
attributes
their interactions with attributes from other requisites. Issues
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"choose" the particular "singularity" of leadership based upon compatibility

with other attributes present.
Kenney and Rice quote Nelson Polsby who has said that "the factors

that go into presidential greatness appear to boil down to being in the right
place at the right time"(p.163). The factors themselves, however, do indeed
include support, issues, and characteristics.

Many of the eight factors are related to popular support either directly

or indirectly. It may be possible to argue that characteristics account for
presidential greatress and that greatness creates popular support rather than

that popular support creates presidential greatness. Of the eight factors
identified by Kenney and Rice, the first two factors op€rate before a president
has an opportunity to demonstrate his presidential greatness. The third
factor is influenced by presidential activity but is judged by the voters. The

fourth, fifth, and sixth factors seem to be matters of chance. The seventh
factor is related to dtaracteristics and support from another group's party and
Congress rather than a1l voters

directly. The eighth factor, scandals, would

assure a low rating when not avoided. The factors identified by Kerurey and

Rice point out the importance of the support requisite,. as well as the issues

and characteristics requisites, in the identification and implementation of
Great Leadership.
Kouzes and Posner in The Leadership Challenge have developed a list

of factors that

enahle Great Leadership

in the business and industry

community. As with the work of Kenney and Rice in the political
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factors that can be
community, Kouzes and posner have identified leadership
LeadershiP'
analyzed in terms of the Theory of Synergisticatly Formulated
leadership'
The findings of Kotrzes and Posner also separate leader and

The "leaders (studied) recogn tzed' that grand dreams do not become
that
significant realities through the actions of a single leader. They knew
sell, and
scores of people (support requisite) were needed to create, produce,

key to
sponsor the vision (issues requisite). The involvement of others is
making

it all the way to the top"(p.7).

The support requisite is highlighted by Kouzes and Posner: "Like so

many other leaders we spoke with, Flanagan (vice-president of Amdahl
not
Corporation) understood that followers are what make the leader, and

simply the other way around. A one-urord test for differentiating between
leaders and mlrnagers that came through loud and clear in our case studies
was the use of we versus I"(p.134). Leaders may be aware of the point made,

but it is even more important that the constituent followers be aware of the
point so their role is effected. The effective leaders see leadership as an entity
beyond themselves.

INTEGRATED REQUISITES: THE ORIGIN

An integrated approach to leadership, inherent in the Theory of
Synergistically Formulated Leadership, is more viable today because of the
contribution of feminine leadership. Feminine leadershiP, in itself, is a more
integrated style than have been traditional leadership styles. Marilyn Loden,
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in Feminine Leadership, notes that "at its core, the feminine leadership style
differs most dramatically from the traditional style of management in its
reliance on emotional as well as rational data"(p.61). Feminine leadership by

itsetf is still a "given set" of attributes within the characteristics requisite but
simultaneously brings

in attributes from the support requisite

(emotional)

and issues requisite (rational). "Feminine leaders see the world through two

different lenses concurrently

ild,

as a result, respond to situations on both

the thinkirg and feeling levels"(Loden, p.51).

Harlan Cleveland also notes the important contribution of feminine
leadership related to blending of attributes from all requisites. He points out

"that it is no accident that uromen are streaming into leadership positions at

just the moment when the knowledge revolution is reinforcing the
consensual mode

of decision making"(p.7). Feminine leadership brings

an

integrated dimension to leadership that is consistent with the Theory of
Synergestically Formulated Leadership.

In The Power to Lead, James MacGregor Burns defines an ideal type of

leadership called "transformational leadership." Transformational
leadership incorporates attributes from the three prime requisites through
which "leaders seek to engage with not only passing and relatively superficial
desires of followers but

with their most fundamental wants and needs, which

in the interaction of such leaders and followers are converted into hopes and
aspirations and ultimately into expectations, entitlements, and demands on
leadership"(p.153).
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Transformational leadership may be represented by "VIA Leadership"
(Veracious, Integrated, Actualized) presented earlier in this paper. First, there

is blending between the characteristics requisite and the support requisite

as

Ieaders "engage" followers. Second, "fundamental wants and needs" suggests

blending between the support requisite and the issues requisite. Finally, "the

interaction of such leaders and followers are converted into hopes and
aspirations" necessitates the blending of the three requisites. "Demands on
leadership" indicates action and movement of attributes as described earlier.

The Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership represents the "next
step" in an evolving understanding of Great Leadership, its complexity, its

simplicity, and its formulation.

CONCLUSION

This paper begins with a common question and concern: Where are
the great leaders? Deeper analysis, however, suggests that the real concern

and need is for Great Leadership not just great leaders. Previous sections
show that equating leaders and leadership is a misconception. The first step

to an understanding of the actualization of Great Leadership is to think of
leaders and leadership as distinct entities. "Leadership" is solving problems.
"Leader" is a person with a role in the leadership process.

Current theories and literature concerned with leadership are useful

but confusing because different approaches and points of emphasis

are

employed. The result has been a "baffling plethora" of information on
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leadership. The Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership unifies that
plethora of information and enables appreciation of the unique contributions

of each individual unit of information.

In addition to interpreting and explaining current understandings of
leadership, the theory provides new insights into and an "expanded" view of

Ieadership. Thus, the theory establishes a paradigm for the analysis of
current and past leadership situations and the planning of future leadership.

In this

sense, the theory is a "tool"

for analysis and planning.

The formulation of Great Leadership is dependent upon three prime

requisites. The prime requisites are (1) leader characteristics, (2) support, and

(3) issues. The requisites represent variables

in the "formula" for

Great

Leadership. The numerous attributes within the requisites blend, via
principles of synergy, into Great Leadership. Leadership formulated "VIA"
this process is veracious, integrated, and actualized.
The "black hole metaphor" provides an understanding of the blending
process and stimulates a new view

of leadership. Light rays and particles

"behave" in different ways as they approach and enter black holes. Similarly,

the attributes within the prime requisites "behave" in different ways as they
approach and enter leadership situations.

It is the "change in behavior" and

related effects of the attributes that create Great Leadership. Applications of

theoretical concepts of black holes to leadership stimulate new thinking

about leadership. Concepts include "wormholes." "winks out,"
"ergospheresr" "static limitsr" "event horizonsr" "spin axisr" and "ringed
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singularity."

The "ideal types" of leadership given various names by various
authors do "break down" into the three prime requisites and related

attributes. Whatever the term,

it is the particular author's

idea of Great

Leadership. The concepts and ideal types of several writers are integrated
into the theory presented here. Thus, this theory provides a "universal code"

for interpreting and understanding those "ideal types" as well as various
leadership situations.

Individuals, as well as theories and literature, are analyzed from
viewpoint of the theory presented. Aspects of the leadership associated with
Lee Iacocca, Ronald Reagan, and Kenneth Keller are presented as they moved

in or out of Great Leadership. The theory provides insights as to what went

well and what was "missing" in leadership situations associated with their
positions.
The role of constituents

in the support requisite is reviewed in

terms

of "capabilities" and shortcomings. Specific relationships of constituents

as

initiators in their role with leaders and urith issues are discussed in terms of
the formulation of Great Leadership. This role is emphasized not because

it

is most important but because it is more often given less emphasis when
searching for Great Leadership.

"Leadership schools"

in

academia and industry are training and

developing leaders. "Information experts" are working with problems and
potential solutions. "'What" is developing the constituent support? Leaders
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or experts imposing views in a one-$ray flow is not veracious, integrated,
actualized leadership. Problem-solving

VIA Leadership

(veracious,

integrated, actualized) is created or formulated through the blending of
attributes from all three requisites. The theory "allows" for each requisite to

fulfill its role in the formulation of Great Leadership. Therefore, unrealistic
demands and expectations are not placed on any one requisite. Usually those

demands are placed on the "leader." Calls for Great Leadership cannot be
a,nswered by leaders alone. Constituent support and issues are also necessary.

Constituent support

is more than "helping Leaders" do their job; it

is

"required" for Great Leadership. The Theory of Synergistically Formulated
Leadership "develops" constituent support by giving

it

"status" equal to

leaders and issues in the formulation of Great Leadership.

Finally, the ultimate utility of the theory is dependent upon its
"blending" with other attributes within the characteristics, support, and
issues requisites. As an attribute,

its "worth" and impact is not seen in its

isolation but in its synergistic blend.

THE THEORY'S FUTURE

Although beyond the scope of this paper, the work that remains falls
into three areas.
First, a more extensive and detailed cataloging of leadership situations

and leaders

will provide a new look at those leaders and situations and

"energize" individuals interested

in formulating new leadership situations.
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]ames MacGregor Burns notes that "the interaction of leaders and followers is

not merely transactional or a process of change. The result of the interactive
process is a change in leaders' and followers' motives and goals that produces

a causal effect on social relations and political institutions"(Leadership,
p.aSa).

Second, the theory may be used specifically

in terms of

"missed"

leadership. Missed leadership identifies situations when things have gone
especially negatively for a company, nation, or

world. Tuchman's The March

of Follv and Neustadt and May's Thinking in Time are suggestive of such
situations and leaders on the national and world level. When leadership is

--

missed, what is missing from the blend of attributes? An initial hlpothesis is

that the missing link is "initiative" in the support requisites relative to
"ample" atffibutes within the characteristics -and issues requisites.

Third, the "scope" of the theory will be developed from the perspective

of an individual's life to life on earth. The leadership of an individual's life
is based upon who that person is (characteristics requisite), what the person
believes (issues requisite), and the person's commitment
(support requisite).

to those beliefs

A satisfying and successful life is "VIA Leadership" of

that life as outlined in the Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership.
The same is true for family, groups, companies, governmental units, states,
nations, religious and spiritual groups, and .... the world.
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AT''TERTryORD TO LEADERS

For leader comfort and convenience, it is well to summarize the
Theory of Synergistically Formulated Leadership in terms of an individual

leader. Even though the theory stresses that leadership exists beyond the
leader, the leader can still be defined. Mortimer I. Adler defines an ideal type

leader that is in uniformity with the theory. Adler states: "In Aristotelian
terms, the good leader must have ethos, pathos, and logos. The ethos is his

moral character, the source of his ability to persuade. The pathos is his ability
to touch feelings to move people emotion"lly. The logos is his ability to give
solid reasons for an action, to move people intellectually"(Seldes, p.8). Ethos

is personal characteristics, pathos is integration with the support requisite,
and logos is integration with the issues requisite.

Adler's summary calls attention to the micro and macro nature of the

theory. The theory is useful in understanding the leadership of

an

individual's life or an individual leader's role on the micro level and the
leadership of a business or a nation on the macro level.
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